
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Shadow 6” 8” 10” 14 4+ 8 1 H Launch

Scourge Shadow 
Battlecruiser 205 pts

1.1

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Magnetron Lash - 4 1 F(N) Mauler (8), Scald

Oculus Beam Array 3+ 2 2 F Scald

Plasma Tempest 3+ 2D6+4 1 F/S Close Action, Scald

Load Launch Special

Fighters & Bombers 4 -

Infamous ships of the class: Last Rites, Thunderhead, Lasher, Irwin’s Nemesis

The Shadow is one of the Scourge’s most dangerous close action killers, and 
that’s saying something. Unlike its subtle cousin the Banshee, the Shadow has 

no cloaking technology due to the conspicuous energy signature of its main 
weapon: the Magnetron Lash. This horror discharges wild, sustained arcs of 

highly energetic particles which latch on to areas of high density. Heavy armour 
is especially prone to attracting and holding an arc. Once latched on, the 

temperature at the impact site nears that of a main sequence star. The hole it 
makes in the target is small, but antimatter bomblets are then passed down the 

beam into the target, which annihilate with the hull.

With no cloak and primarily close-action weapons, Shadows normally approach 
on silent running, revealing themselves to a large, heavy target at the last 

moment. Once its weapons are blazing, a swift kill usually follows - fortunate since 
the class cannot fight and manoeuvre without attracting vengeful return fire.

Scourge Shadow 
Battlecruiser

Length: 1136m

Beam: 680m

Height: 396m

Displacement:

21,234,000m³



Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Umbra 6” 8” 10” 14 4+ 8 1 H Launch

Scourge Umbra 
Battlecruiser 195 pts

1.1

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Oculus Beam Array 3+ 2 2 F Scald

Plasma Tempest 3+ 2D6+4 1 F/S Close Action, Scald

Oculus Booster
At the end of this ship’s activation, pick one enemy ship anywhere within its Front Arc in line of sight. Place 
an Oculus Booster token next to that ship. A ship may have only 1 Oculus Booster token. You may remove the 
Oculus Booster token when the ship’s Group is targeted by a single friendly group. If so, the firing Group gains 
the following bonus against every ship in that Group in coherency with the token ship for that firing action:

Weapons with “Oculus” in their name activate Scald whenever in Scan + Signature range, and also 
increase their Scald penalty to +3 instead of +1.

If unused, Oculus Booster tokens are removed during the Roundup Phase.

Load Launch Special

Fighters & Bombers 4 -

Infamous ships of the class: Lidless Eye, Presage of Doom, Hate Filled, Enemy’s Ire

The Umbra is unusual for a Scourge warship in that it helps other vessels do the 
killing. A fast battlecruiser, the class is built around a crest-like precision targeting 

and target-painting device known simply as the “Oculus Booster”. As the name 
suggests, this heightens the threat level of Scourge Oculus weapons by pre-heating 
the target at weak points, providing a softened point of impact. Even a pre-heat of a 

few hundred degrees critically accelerates the Oculus weapon’s energy discharge on 
impact. At close range the effect is akin to plunging a hot steel rod into warm cheese.

Hive-like cooperation is often observed among Scourge forces - this class 
exemplifies that. As part of a spear tip of Oculus-equipped warships, an Umbra 

should be considered the priority-1 target and only becomes more dangerous when 
accompanying the largest ships.

Scourge Umbra 
Battlecruiser

Length: 1136m

Beam: 680m

Height: 359m

Displacement:

21,591,000m³


